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Art 86 EC Art 86 EC –– TextText
Article 86 EC provides:Article 86 EC provides:

1)1) In he case of public undertakings and undertakings to which MembIn he case of public undertakings and undertakings to which Member States er States 
grant special or exclusive rights, Member States shall neither egrant special or exclusive rights, Member States shall neither enact nor nact nor 
maintain in force any measure contrary to the rules contained inmaintain in force any measure contrary to the rules contained in this Treaty, in this Treaty, in 
particular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articleparticular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articles 81 to 89.s 81 to 89.

2)2) Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of generalUndertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic economic 
interest or having the character of a revenueinterest or having the character of a revenue--producing monopoly shall be producing monopoly shall be 
subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular to subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular to the rules on the rules on 
competition, insofar as the application of such rules does not ocompetition, insofar as the application of such rules does not obstruct the bstruct the 
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assignedperformance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The to them. The 
development of trade must not be affected to such an extent as wdevelopment of trade must not be affected to such an extent as would be ould be 
contrary to the interests of the Community.contrary to the interests of the Community.

3)3) The Commission shall ensure the application of the provisions ofThe Commission shall ensure the application of the provisions of this Article this Article 
and shall, where necessary, address appropriate directives or deand shall, where necessary, address appropriate directives or decisions to cisions to 
Member StatesMember States



Art 86 EC Art 86 EC –– General remarks (1)General remarks (1)

Three paragraphs of Art 86 EC serve Three paragraphs of Art 86 EC serve different different 
purposespurposes::
–– Art 86(1) ECArt 86(1) EC: prohibits state: prohibits state--organised restrictions of organised restrictions of 

competition; responsibility of MS not undertakingscompetition; responsibility of MS not undertakings
–– Art 86(2) EC:Art 86(2) EC: defence of Member States (MS) and defence of Member States (MS) and 

undertakings with special mission (services of general undertakings with special mission (services of general 
economic interest (SGEI))economic interest (SGEI))

–– Art 86(3) ECArt 86(3) EC: specific enforcement powers Commission; : specific enforcement powers Commission; 
procedural derogation to common infringement procedural derogation to common infringement 
procedure of Art 226 ECprocedure of Art 226 EC



Art 86 EC Art 86 EC –– General remarks (2)General remarks (2)

Competition may be distorted both by undertakings and Competition may be distorted both by undertakings and 
MSMS
MS may notably distort competition by State Aid or by MS may notably distort competition by State Aid or by 
protective regulatory measures in favour of certain protective regulatory measures in favour of certain 
undertakingsundertakings
Procedural tools:Procedural tools:
–– Art 88 ECArt 88 EC
–– Art 226 ECArt 226 EC
–– Art 86(3) EC Art 86(3) EC 



Art 86(1) EC Art 86(1) EC -- State responsibilityState responsibility

Three constitutive elements:Three constitutive elements:
1)1)Public undertaking (State controlled) or Public undertaking (State controlled) or 

privileged undertaking (exclusive or special privileged undertaking (exclusive or special 
rights) rights) 

2)2)State measure with regard to this undertaking State measure with regard to this undertaking 
3)3)Contrary to EC Treaty rules (internal market Contrary to EC Treaty rules (internal market 

rules, competition rules)rules, competition rules)
Reference ruleReference rule: always in combination with : always in combination with 
other Treaty provisionother Treaty provision



Art 86(1) EC combined with EC Art 86(1) EC combined with EC 
competition rulescompetition rules

Art 86(1) EC combined with Art 86(1) EC combined with ArttArtt 81/82 EC obliges MS with 81/82 EC obliges MS with 
regard to public and regard to public and ““privilegedprivileged”” undertakings to refrain undertakings to refrain 
from any legal or factual influence which: from any legal or factual influence which: 
–– leads to/reinforces leads to/reinforces actual anti competitive behaviouractual anti competitive behaviour by these by these 

undertakings, orundertakings, or
–– creates the creates the concrete dangerconcrete danger that such conduct may occurthat such conduct may occur

Parallel liabilityParallel liability MS and undertaking concerned if margin of MS and undertaking concerned if margin of 
manoeuvre of the undertakingmanoeuvre of the undertaking
Clarify: there can be breach of Art 86 EC combined with Art Clarify: there can be breach of Art 86 EC combined with Art 
82 EC even without abuse (82 EC even without abuse (HHööfnerfner))



Art 86(1) EC combined with Art Art 86(1) EC combined with Art 
81 EC81 EC

State measure inducing one or more public State measure inducing one or more public 
or privileged undertakings to agree between or privileged undertakings to agree between 
themselves and/or with other undertakings themselves and/or with other undertakings 
to restrict competitionto restrict competition
No Commission decisions yetNo Commission decisions yet
Few case law (e.g. Few case law (e.g. Ahmed Ahmed SaeedSaeed: : ArttArtt 86(1) 86(1) 
+ 81 EC prohibit MS to promote/authorise + 81 EC prohibit MS to promote/authorise 
antianti--competitive tariff agreements between competitive tariff agreements between 
two airline companies enjoying exclusive two airline companies enjoying exclusive 
and/or special rights)and/or special rights)



Art 86(1) EC combined with Art Art 86(1) EC combined with Art 
82 EC82 EC

Conditions:Conditions:
–– State measureState measure with regard to public with regard to public 

undertaking/undertaking with exclusive or special rightsundertaking/undertaking with exclusive or special rights
–– The undertaking concerned is The undertaking concerned is dominantdominant on a substantial on a substantial 

part of the relevant market (exclusive rights implies not part of the relevant market (exclusive rights implies not 
necessarily dominance)necessarily dominance)

–– Effect on tradeEffect on trade between MSbetween MS
–– «« abuseabuse »» --three situations:three situations:

Actual abuse (inevitable abuse)Actual abuse (inevitable abuse)
Potential abuse: concrete likelihood of abuse (abstract Potential abuse: concrete likelihood of abuse (abstract 
possibility of abuse is in principle not enough, only accepted ipossibility of abuse is in principle not enough, only accepted in n 
CorbeauCorbeau) ) 
Effects similar to those of abusive behaviour (extension of a Effects similar to those of abusive behaviour (extension of a 
dominant position)dominant position)



Art 86(1) EC combined with Art 82 Art 86(1) EC combined with Art 82 
ECEC-- examplesexamples

Actual abuseActual abuse: the undertaking concerned cannot avoid abusing its : the undertaking concerned cannot avoid abusing its 
dominant position dominant position 
–– Classic abuses, e.g.Classic abuses, e.g.

relating to relating to pricesprices: discriminatory landing fees (: discriminatory landing fees (ZaventemZaventem); excessive prices (); excessive prices (port port 
of Genoaof Genoa); predatory prices); predatory prices
refusal to dealrefusal to deal, refusal to grant access to an essential facility;, refusal to grant access to an essential facility;

Potential abuse:Potential abuse: state measure affects the structure of the market state measure affects the structure of the market 
which leads an undertaking to abuse its dominant positionwhich leads an undertaking to abuse its dominant position
–– conflict of interestconflict of interest doctrine (bundling regulatory and commercial activities, doctrine (bundling regulatory and commercial activities, 

RTT, Greek Television MonopolyRTT, Greek Television Monopoly))
–– demand limitationdemand limitation doctrine (failing monopoly, undertaking concerned doctrine (failing monopoly, undertaking concerned 

manifestly unable to satisfy demand (manifestly unable to satisfy demand (HHööfnerfner))
Effects similar to those of abusive behaviour:Effects similar to those of abusive behaviour:
–– doctrine of doctrine of extension of dominant positionextension of dominant position from one market onto a from one market onto a 

neighbouring but separate market without objective justificationneighbouring but separate market without objective justification
((TelemarkingTelemarking, , AmbulanzAmbulanz GlGlööcknerckner))



Art 86(2) EC Art 86(2) EC –– exceptionexception
As regards undertakings entrusted with SGEI the EC Treaty rules As regards undertakings entrusted with SGEI the EC Treaty rules only only 
apply in so far as this does not obstruct the performance of theapply in so far as this does not obstruct the performance of the
particular tasks assigned to these undertakingsparticular tasks assigned to these undertakings
ObjectiveObjective::
–– to ensure the good functioning of SGEI (or revenue producing monto ensure the good functioning of SGEI (or revenue producing monopolies)opolies)
–– in the way that is least restrictive for the internal market andin the way that is least restrictive for the internal market and for competition for competition 

(proportionality principle)(proportionality principle)
Therefore: Therefore: balancebalance between Community objective of market integration between Community objective of market integration 
and national public service objectivesand national public service objectives
Derogation Derogation ––to be strictly interpreted to be strictly interpreted 
Can be invoked by:Can be invoked by:
–– Undertakings entrusted with SGEI as a defence against 81/82 ECUndertakings entrusted with SGEI as a defence against 81/82 EC
–– MS as a defence in Art 86(1) EC procedureMS as a defence in Art 86(1) EC procedure



Art 86(2) EC Art 86(2) EC -- conditionsconditions
Undertaking entrusted by the State with a service Undertaking entrusted by the State with a service 
of general economic interest ( of general economic interest ( SGEI).SGEI). Examples:  Examples:  
basic postal services, electricity and gas basic postal services, electricity and gas 
distribution, water distribution distribution, water distribution 
ProportionalityProportionality: if SGEI is provided as a universal : if SGEI is provided as a universal 
service (avoid cherry picking) not necessarily service (avoid cherry picking) not necessarily 
making task objectively speaking impossible but making task objectively speaking impossible but 
rather more difficult; case law still developingrather more difficult; case law still developing
Safeguarding Community interest: Safeguarding Community interest: trade must not trade must not 
be affected in a manner contrary to the be affected in a manner contrary to the 
Community interest. General view: merely Community interest. General view: merely 
clarification of the proportionality test clarification of the proportionality test 



Art 86(3) ECArt 86(3) EC-- enforcement enforcement 
powers powers 

Same Same aimaim as Art 226 EC procedure, i.e. as Art 226 EC procedure, i.e. 
bring about a MS to end an infringement. bring about a MS to end an infringement. 
Specific: instead of a reasoned opinion Specific: instead of a reasoned opinion 
COM can adopt a binding decision which COM can adopt a binding decision which 
can be challenged by MS within 2 months can be challenged by MS within 2 months 
before the ECJbefore the ECJ
Origin: Origin: own initiativeown initiative cases or cases or complaintscomplaints. . 
Commission usually acts upon complaints Commission usually acts upon complaints 
but is not bound to take up every complaint but is not bound to take up every complaint 
(wide discretion powers) (wide discretion powers) 



Art 86(3) EC Art 86(3) EC –– COM DecisionsCOM Decisions
In principle addressed to In principle addressed to singlesingle MSMS
PurposePurpose: declaring that a MS has infringed Art 86(1) EC : declaring that a MS has infringed Art 86(1) EC 
and obliging MS to put an end to the infringement and obliging MS to put an end to the infringement 
No specific No specific procedureprocedure nor implementing powers foreseen nor implementing powers foreseen 
in Treaty. General principles of EU law apply (rights of in Treaty. General principles of EU law apply (rights of 
defence). In practice Art 226 EC procedure followeddefence). In practice Art 226 EC procedure followed
ExamplesExamples: 17 COM decisions so far in various areas, e.g. : 17 COM decisions so far in various areas, e.g. 
postal services, landing tariffs, ports, broadcast television postal services, landing tariffs, ports, broadcast television 
advertising, telecommunication services etcadvertising, telecommunication services etc



Art 86(3) EC Art 86(3) EC -- COM Directives COM Directives 
In principle addressed to In principle addressed to allall MSMS
PurposePurpose::
–– specifying obligations contained in Art 86(1) EC and/orspecifying obligations contained in Art 86(1) EC and/or
–– preventing future infringementspreventing future infringements

ExamplesExamples::
–– Transparency Directive 80/723Transparency Directive 80/723: to  facilitate state aid control : to  facilitate state aid control 

(transparency financial relation relations between MS and public(transparency financial relation relations between MS and public
undertakings)undertakings)

–– Telecommunication sectorTelecommunication sector
Telecom terminal equipment directive 88/301 (abolishing Telecom terminal equipment directive 88/301 (abolishing 
exclusive/special rights to import/market/maintain terminal equiexclusive/special rights to import/market/maintain terminal equipment)pment)
Telecom Services Directive 90/388 (abolishing exclusive/special Telecom Services Directive 90/388 (abolishing exclusive/special rights rights 
in telecom services)in telecom services)

–– No specific No specific procedureprocedure set out in the Treaty. In practice: wide set out in the Treaty. In practice: wide 
consultation (green/white paper, EP etc)consultation (green/white paper, EP etc)


